Regulatory Hosting
Overview
As regulatory hosts and compliance experts, we understand the benefits that a strong partnership
with a hosting provider brings to your firm’s operations and ability to attract institutional capital.
Our experienced executive team and dedicated senior consultants can pragmatically manage your
regulatory risk, leaving you to focus on the markets.

About
RQC Group Regulatory Hosting has two separate platforms which allows you to undertake a full range
of regulated activities, as per the following diagram:
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Our RQC Advisory regulatory platform allows firms
to provide investment advice and arrange deals in
their own name, as well as marketing of investment
services and funds to professional clients.

Our RQC Hosting regulatory platform hosts
financial services firms who wish to manage EEA
and non-EEA alternative investment funds, UCITS
and managed accounts. If you want to undertake
discretionary investment management or wish to
outsource your requirements under AIFMD, our
platform can offer a solution to your requirements.

* Registered as Robert Quinn Advisory LLP, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 548030
** Registered as Capricorn Fund Managers Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No 505252

Benefits of using our Regulatory Hosting services
Time Saving: With our straightforward onboarded process you can be undertaking regulated
activities within the matter of weeks
Business Focus: With us providing key infrastructure, you can spend more time marketing and
managing your own products
Cost Effective: Using our regulatory license will side step some of the set-up costs and financial
burdens that can frustrate start up firms
Outsourced Compliance: Regulatory risks and compliance requirements will be managed by RQC
Group, leaving you to focus on the markets
Commercial Focus: Skilled experts will provide you with pragmatic and commercial advice to help
build your business
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